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Writing in the Alutiiq language is diffi  cult and few people know how. Th e Alutiiq 

writing system – or orthography – is relatively new and many of the people who 

speak Alutiiq are just learning to use it. Alutiiq is traditionally a spoken language, 

but in the modern world, many people want to write in Alutiiq. Putting pen to 

paper in Kodiak’s Native language will now get a little easier, thanks to a $40,000 

grant from the National Science Foundation. With this recently awarded funding, 

the Alutiiq Museum will produce a guide to writing in Kodiak Alutiiq.

“Th is project will help us to document the Alutiiq writing system,” said the 

museum’s Language Program Manager April Laktonen Counceller. “We have a 

group of developing speakers who have reached an intermediate level of fl uency. 

Th ey are ready to work on writing and to develop learning tools for others, but the 

ways of writing in our language are not well known. Th ere have been changes since 

work on the Alutiiq alphabet began in the 1970s. We need a stable orthography – a 

set of writing standards that we can use as a community to systematize the way we 

put Alutiiq words on paper.”

Th e project follows a similar eff ort by the Alutiiq people of Prince William 

Sound. “Th e Alutiiq Museum was hired to help Chugachmiut with a writing system 

booklet over the past couple of years,” explained Counceller. “Th e Alutiiq dialect 

spoken in Prince William Sound is diff erent that that spoken on Kodiak, although 

both dialects are part of the same language. It makes sense to develop a similar 

booklet for Kodiak Alutiiq, one that closely aligns the writing systems for these two 

related ways of speaking in Alutiiq.”

Th e booklet will be 

produced by Counceller 

with help from linguist Jeff  

Leer and Kodiak’s fl uent 

Alutiiq speakers. Work on 

the project is underway, and 

publication is expected in the 

spring of 2013. Copies will 

be distributed free of charge 

to language learners, libraries, 

tribal organizations, schools, 

scholars, and the public. Th e 

museum also plans to create 

a downloadable version of 

the booklet to share on its 

website.
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Writing Alutiiq

Alisha Drabek consults with Elder Phyllis Peterson 

about the words for an Alutiiq song.
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Attention 
 Artists

How can the Alutiiq Museum 
Store serve you better? 

– What store events would 

you like see?

– Would you change the 

holiday bazaar?

– Would you like assistance with 

writing an artist’s biography, 

statement, or labels for your work?

Please join store manager Marya 

Halvorsen for coff ee and friendly 

discussion. We want to hear from 

you. Let us know how we can 

support artists and promote the arts 

on Kodiak. Th is is a time for open 

discussion, for your voice to be heard.

– What would you do if you 

were in charge?

Saturday, March 24, 2012, 4:00 pm 

Alutiiq Museum Laboratory



2Aniungq’rtukut! – We’ve got snow!

Cama’i
Th e fi rst email that greeted me this morning was 

a short, cheery note from Joan Braddock, Director of 

the University of Alaska Press. Th e catalog of Alutiiq 

collections in Russia’s Kunstkamera Museum had 

received fi nal approval. We started this project in 

2006. With the translations approved, images in place, 

permissions acquired, and editing complete, the book 

now moves to production. Publication projects take 

time. It will be another eight months before the work is 

available to readers. Yet, I felt a sense of accomplishment 

reading Joan’s message. Another book that features our 

remarkable culture will reach artists, educators, students, 

and libraries.

Publication has become a permanent part of the 

museum’s work. In addition to leading educational 

programs, sharing exhibits, and conducting research, 

our staff  members are working hard to document 

Alutiiq heritage in print. Th is is intentional. Caring for 

Alutiiq heritage means preserving information as well 

as objects. Th e museum’s programs regularly reveal and 

record valuable cultural knowledge: details about the 

Alutiiq language, pictures of Alutiiq objects in distant 

museums, past practices visible in archaeological data, 

and community traditions. Each off ers the opportunity 

not only to document the Alutiiq world but to share it. 

Now that the Alutiiq Museum is in it second decade of 

operations, we have amassed lots of information, and we 

are working to make it available to you.

In addition to the Kunstkamera catalog, we will 

release an Alutiiq writing booklet this year, as well as a 

book of all our Alutiiq Word of the Week lessons.  Th ere 

will also be a report on our archaeological research on 

the King Salmon River, produced with the Bureau of 

Indian Aff airs. Deepen your knowledge of our heritage. 

Enjoy these publications, share them with friends, and 

keep them for your grandchildren. Future generations 

will thank you.

I thank you for your support of the museum. You 

make it possible to bringing our cultural information 

home and bring it to life in our communities. Your 

continued support makes a diff erence.

Niu’uqurciqamken – Talk to you later,

Sven
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I almost always use Alutiiq greetings in my emails and letters. I 

think it shows people the pride I have for my heritage and my desire 

to preserve our language. Th ere are also many circumstances, where 

Native language phrases can be an asset. Th ey can help you make 

a good impression when applying for a scholarship, corresponding 

with a potential employer, or working with an Elder. To help you 

incorporate Alutiiq greetings into your correspondence, here are a 

few commonly used terms to try.

• Cama’i (Hello) – Th is word is used by Yup’ik and Iñupiaq 

speakers, and is relatively well-known throughout Alaska.

• Quyanaa (Th ank You) – Th is word is used by Yup’ik and 

Iñupiaq speakers, but may have a diff erent spelling.

• Quyanaasinaq (Th ank You Very Much) – Don’t overuse this 

one, just as you shouldn’t in English!

• Asirtuten-qaa? (How Are You?) – Th is literally means “You are 

good-Yes/No?”

• Tang’rciqamken (I’ll see you later) – Can be used as a sign-off  

in place of “Sincerely.” It is the closest term to “Goodbye” that 

we have in Alutiiq.

• Niu’uqurciqamken (I’ll talk to you later) – Use this word to 

sign-off  in place of words like “Sincerely.” Th is one is good if 

you don’t expect to see the person anytime soon.

When you use these terms, think carefully about their 

context. Some words may require translation, depending 

on your recipient. Many people wont know the meaning of 

Asirtuten-qaa? (How Are You?), but words like Cama’i (Hello) 

may need no explanation. Th is is especially true if your 

message supports the words meaning. For instance, most 

people could fi gure out the meaning of “Quyanaa for helping 

me with my term paper!” So the next time you are writing 

a letter, try adding an Alutiiq greeting. Just remember to 

show respect for our language by spelling the words correctly. 

Niu’uqurciqamken camiku (I’ll talk to you soon).

Sharing Alutiiq Greetings
by April Counceller

3Kicarwigmi sapukiinga. – I got weathered/stuck in Anchorage.

April Counceller works on a letter in the museum.

LanguageLanguage

Alutiiq Word of the Week Book in Production
What is the origin 

of the word 

Kodiak? How do 

you bend wood 

to make a bowl? 

Why did Alutiiq 

children once hide their toys in winter? Th e answers 

can be found in the Alutiiq Word of the Week, the museum’s 

lessons on all things Alutiiq. Produced since 1998, the 

program provides a weekly window into the Alutiiq world, 

connecting the public with information on Native heritage 

and reawakening the sounds of the Alutiiq language. 

With an $8,483 grant from the Alaska Humanities 

Forum, the museum will now publish a book of these lessons. 

Developed by Amy Steffi  an and April Laktonen Counceller, the 

publication will present the program’s complete set of cultural 

lessons, 471 in all, in alphabetical order from Accordion to 

Yeast! It will also include a brief history of the Alutiiq language, 

50 historic photos from the museum’s archives, and a detailed 

index. Alisha Drabek will design the publication, which is 

planned for release in September of 2012.

“Many people helped us develop the weekly lessons,” said 

Language Program Manager April Laktonen Counceller. “Elder 

Alutiiq speakers, tradition bearers, families, cooks, scientists, 

anthropologists, historians, and museum professionals have all 

shared their knowledge. Th e lessons represent a unique and 

valuable archive of community knowledge. We are so pleased 

to preserve their knowledge in this book.”

Th e publication received substantial support from the 

Kodiak Island Borough School District, whose Alaska Native 

Education grant paid for editing. “Th e schools district urged 

us to pursue this project,” said Counceller, “and provided key 

funding to advance the work.”



4Ernerpak pinartuq, pat’snarluni. – Today is clear, and cold.

Octopus; Amikuq (N); Utguiq (S)
By Danielle Ringer

Collecting octopi can be diffi  cult but with a few tips and 

a low tide it’s possible and rewarding! Th roughout my years 

of tide pooling in Alaska I’ve always been fascinated by these 

creatures; where they live, what they eat, and how people harvest 

them. Th e Neq’rqat – Alutiiq Wild Foods project focused 

on octopi in January and indulged my curiosity. Herman 

Squartsoff  from Ouzinkie came 

to the museum’s laboratory 

on a crisp, sunny Saturday to 

teach people about these shy, 

delicious marine mollusks.

Herman explained that the 

best time to capture an octopus 

in Kodiak is the spring. At low 

tide explore the beach and pay 

particular attention to clusters 

of rocks where the sand has 

been pushed out and built up. 

Th ere will be a scattering of 

broken clam and crab shells 

atop the sand leftover from 

the octopus’s meals. Hunting for their hiding spots can be 

especially tricky where there is a thick growth of kelp, as it will 

cover the rock clusters. Simply move the kelp aside to look for 

openings and avoid missing good spots.

Once you fi nd a likely place, Herman warned that it can be 

tough to remove the octopus from underneath the rock. Using 

a stick to probe around is one of the best tactics. Hopefully 

EducationEducation

this will scare the octopus and a tentacle will emerge from the 

opening for you to grab; or if the stick is pulled back quickly 

the animal may grab hold and come out with it! Herman 

explained that he was taught not to harvest little octopi. 

You’ve got an octopus! Now what? Flip the mantle inside 

out so the animal can be gutted. Herman reminded people 

to watch out for the animal’s 

beak because it is powerful and 

sharp! As you gut your catch, 

be careful not to puncture the 

ink sac, and notice that an 

octopus has three hearts. After 

removing all the connective 

tissue and organs, cut off  the 

legs and mantle. Clean these 

pieces with water and place 

them on a hard surface, like 

a rock, or a piece of plywood 

resting on the ground. 

Octopus meat is much 

better when tenderized so beat 

at the meat until the tissue breaks down and fl attens out. 

Th e meat can now be frozen in bags for later use or enjoyed 

immediately! People prepare this low fat food in many ways. 

In Alutiiq communities people often boiled octopus, but it 

can also be eaten raw, fried, or grilled. Herman has cooked 

octopus meat by roasting it near a fi re and heating it in the 

microwave. Happy hunting!

Herman Squartsoff  working with Octopus meat.

Subsistence Seasoned Winter Recipe – Alutiiq Mexican Octopus
Adapted from Herman Squartsoff 

I N G R E D I E N T S

• 1 cup octopus

• about 1 cup Salsa

D I R E C T I O N S

Boil octopus tentacles in salted water for 20 minutes. Remove skin, 

including the base layer which can stick to meat. Chop meat into small 

chunks. Mix with your favorite salsa. Can be served with chips or in tacos.

Th e octopus tastes good. – Amikuq piturnirtuq.
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A selection of beads from Mikt’sqaq Angayuk, 

Leisnoi, Inc. Collection. Photograph courtesy Mark Rusk.

Alaska Archaeology Month Lecture
Small site archaeology in Womens Bay: Results from the 2011 Amak site excavation

by Patrick Saltonstall, Alutiiq Museum Curator

Bring a brown bag lunch

Th ursday, April 19th, Noon

Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge Visitor Center

Quyartaanga. – I feel cold.

What happens after an excavation, 

when all of the artifacts have been cleaned, 

numbered, and logged? Researchers 

begin the slow but interesting process of 

teasing information from their fi nds. In 

2010, the Alutiiq Museum conducted 

excavations at Mikt’sqaq Angayuk, an 

historic site on Kodiak’s Cliff  Point. 

Here, an Alutiiq sod house and garbage 

deposits preserve information about life 

on the shores of Womens Bay during 

Russian colonial days. Over the past year, 

a team of researchers has been studying 

site fi nds to learn its history. Glass trade 

beads are helping to complete the story.

Glass beads are a very common fi nd 

in Alaska’s historic archaeological sites. 

Th ese small, inexpensive objects were 

brought to Alaska in large quantities to 

trade with Native people for otter and 

fox pelts. Native people incorporated 

the beads into jewelry and clothing. For 

archaeologists beads are a helpful fi nd, as 

they can provide information on site age. 

Also, glass beads can assist researchers in 

tracking trade between Alutiiq people and 

the Russians, Englishmen, and Americans 

who brought goods to Alaska.

Th e beads from Mikt’sqaq Angayuk 

include a type known as a Cornaline 

d’Aleppo. Th ese beads are useful in dating 

an archaeological site because they are 

easy to identify and were manufactured at 

specifi c dates. Th is two-colored bead has 

a dark red exterior and an interior color 

of amber, clear, light green, or white. 

Cornaline d’Aleppo beads 

with a white center arrived 

in Alaska after 1840. Th ose 

with a diff erent center 

are younger. Mikt’sqaq 

Angayuk produced no 

white centered Cornaline 

d’Aleppo beads in a 

collection of over 361 

beads. Only amber, clear, 

and light green centered 

beads are present. Th is 

suggests that the site dates 

to before 1840. 

Since glass beads were 

used as a currency for 

trading, archaeologists 

can learn about the 

preferences hunters had 

for color as well the 

quality of goods off ered to 

Alutiiqs in historic times. 

Th e Mikt’sqaq Angayuk 

collection suggests that 

Alutiiq hunters preferred 

Cornaline d’Aleppo beads. 

Th ese beads represent 

40% of the fi nds, followed 

by shades of blue (25% 

of the collection), white 

beads (21% of the collection), and 

turquoise beads (9% of the collection). 

Other colors present are: green, yellow, 

and brown (each 1% or less). Lastly, 

we can infer from this collection that 

goods arriving for trade were of recent 

Learning from Beads
by Mark Rusk

ArchaeologyArchaeology

manufacture. Th ese glass beads were 

state of the art for pre-1840 and arrived 

to Kodiak Island rather quickly from 

Europe.



6Ugnerkaq taiciquq…atakuu. – Spring will come…after a while.

Andrewvitch Collection documents Old Harbor

Katherine and Evan Inga, 1946-1949, 
Fred and Marie Bailey Collection,

Courtesy of Wilmer Andrewvitch

CollectionsCollections

Last summer, Sven Haakanson’s trip to the July Fourth 

festivities in Old Harbor produced an unexpected gift. 

Community member Wilmer Andrewvitch handed Haakanson 

a collection of photographs to bring back to the museum for 

preservation. Wilmer found the collection in his mother’s 

house after her death and felt that it should be donated to the 

museum.  Our collections committee agreed, adding the 364 

photographs and a 16mm fi lm to the museum’s holdings. 

Most of the photographs are black and white images 

taken by Fred and Marie Bailey, school teachers in Old 

Harbor from 1946 to 1949. However, the collection also 

includes photographs from Wilmer’s mother, the late Marra 

Andrewvitch. Th ese personal family snapshots show daily 

life in Old Harbor, some more than 70 years ago. Th ey also 

document community events, like graduation ceremonies 

and birthdays. Complementing the photograph collection is 

a copy of 16mm fi lm shot by Fred and Marie and a visitor to 

Old Harbor, Clinton Gilpin.

Th is diverse collection came to the museum in the fi nal 

months of our Picturing the Past project, and eff ort to organize, 

preserve and document the museum’s photographs funded 

by the Institute for Museum and Library Services. Over the 

course of the project, staff  members worked with more than 

40,000 images. One of important steps was to identify the 

people and places shown in the photos. With the help of 

community members Nettie Amason, Laurence Anderson, 

Wilmer Andrewvitch, Fred Devoe, Mary Haakanson, Ella 

Inga, Julie Knagin, Pat Mullan, Florence Pestrikoff , and 

Gordon Pullar, we recorded a great deal of information about 

the people and places pictured in our photographs

With many of our photos identifi ed, we were also able 

to determine what types of images our collection lacks. 

Do you have family photographs you would be willing 

to share with the Alutiiq Museum? We are especially 

interested in pictures from the communities of Afognak, 

Akhiok, Eagle Harbor, Larsen Bay, Kaguyak, and Port 

Lions, images of camps and canneries, photographs dating 

prior to the 1940s, and contemporary pictures of Alutiiq 

life and heritage programs. Contact registrar Marnie Leist 

(marnie@alutiiqmuseum.org, 907-486-7004, X24) if you 

would like to share.
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Complete And Return This Membership Form Today!

Archaeological Repository
215 Mission Road, Suite 101

Kodiak, Alaska 99615

Phone: 907-486-7004  Fax: 907-486-7048

email: info@alutiiqmuseum.org

www.alutiiqmuseum.org

Please make checks or money orders payable 

(in US Dollars) to the Alutiiq Museum.

Donations to the Alutiiq Museum are tax deductible. 

Alutiiq Museum

Name:

Mailing Address:

City, State, Zip:

E-mail:

CONTRIBUTION LEVELS:

❏ Nillqitaaq – Mallard .............. $10 Individual admission (For Students & Seniors)

❏ Niklliq – Red Salmon ............ $25 Individual admission

❏ Kum’agyak – Eagle ................. $40 Admission for family members

❏ Isuwiq – Seal ........................ $100 Admission for family members & guests

❏ Taquka’aq – Grizzly ............. $250 Same as Isuwiq plus gift from Museum Store

❏ Arhnaq – Sea Otter .............. $500 Same as Taquka’aq plus gift from Museum Store

❏ Arlluk – Orca ................... $5000+ Membership for employees and/or shareholders

T H E  A L U T I I Q  M U S E U M  B U L L E T I N  I S  G E N E R O U S LY  S P O N S O R E D  B Y:

Alaska State Council on the Arts



Th e Alutiiq Museum developed 

from the Kodiak Area Native 

Association’s Culture and Heritage 

program and eff orts to promote 

awareness of Alutiiq history, 

language, and arts. In 1993 KANA 

received a $1.5 million grant from 

the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee 

Council to create an archaeological 

repository and research facility. Th e 

Alutiiq Museum opened in 1995.

Linda Freed and Alan Schmitt 

fi rst became members of the Alutiiq 

Museum in 1999. Both Linda and 

Alan were directly and indirectly 

involved with the response to the 

oil spill and wanted to continue 

the eff ort to improve the impact 

of this tragedy on the community. 

By supporting the Alutiiq Museum 

through membership they saw an 

opportunity to do so, and have been 

members ever since. “I believe in 

the importance of supporting the 

heritage of places,” said Linda.

Linda explained further. “I’m not 

originally from Kodiak, but it really 

is our home now.” Linda and Alan 

raised their children in Kodiak and 

their daughter has been studying 

elementary education and hopes to 

teach in Kodiak someday. One of their 

favorite parts of the Alutiiq Museum 

is the opportunity to view rotating 

displays, such as the Giinaquq: Like 

A Face exhibition. Linda also loves 

the recipe included in each newsletter 

and enjoys trying to reproduce the 

dishes herself. We hope you have 

some octopus handy Linda!

Linda Freed and Alan Schmitt 
courtesy Jan Pennington.

ConnectionConnection

Membership Matters. Join Linda and Alan in supporting 
the preservation of  Kodiak’s heritage. Join the Alutiiq Museum.
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